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The Glasshouse, 2017, Katie Spragg, Photo credit: Joel Fildes
Ruup & Form in collaboration with Pi Artworks, present a selection of Katie Spragg’s
multi-disciplinary work.

Nature Moves In presents Katie Spragg’s engaging and mesmerising dialogues with clay
in the form of ‘The Glasshouse’ and ‘While Away’ alongside other sculptures. Katie
Spragg re-evaluates the traditional ceramic techniques, combining it with a range of
processes that include animation and installation arousing the viewers curiosity. The
delicate representation of nature, coupled with her study of movement and sound, make
the installation enticing. Her inspirations are drawn from her fascination with elements
from nature and reproduced with an ethereal quality.
In ‘While Away’, 2016, the artist transports the viewer to another world, inviting them to
while time. The stop frame animation of supernal porcelain grass intertwined with the
sounds of nature, recorded in Hyde Park, enveloping and deepens the colloquy with the
artist’s world.
‘The Glasshouse’, like much of her work recalls nature and the often-overlooked
elements weeds, wild grass and flowers. Conceptualised and created for British
Ceramic Biennial, 2017, the artist spent days studying the Spode site, where
once stood a factory, abandoned since 2006 and the artist studied how
nature had moved in and taken over. The installation is a parley between
plants that are considered weeds and wild nature.
“I am interested in the way that humans and plants co-exist – how we attempt to curate
nature yet it proceeds to grow and thrive beyond human ordering. The glasshouse
represents a site where this is particularly apparent – a manmade structure cultivated
with carefully selected plants that have then grown to fill the space and create their own
contained eco-system.”, Katie Spragg, ceramic artist and educator.
Part of the exhibition, Nature Moves In, is a participatory installation that developed
from the concept of ‘The Glasshouse’. Visitors are invited to create and ‘grow’ weeds,
plants and flowers. The installation will take over a wall of the gallery, mimicking the look
of The Glasshouse. The growth of nature taking over this visitor-led installation will be
documented over the three day period of the exhibition. Special workshops are being
organised with the artist. More details about the workshops are here .
Illustrating the artist’s passion and brilliance in the field of ceramics, the exhibition will
also be showcasing some of the artist’s drawing alongside other sculptural pieces.

The exhibition has been curated by Ruup & Form.

About the artist
Katie Spragg is a ceramic artist and educator, lives and works out of London. In 2016,
she earned her Masters from Royal College of Art in Ceramics and Glass. Katie’s
catalogue of work includes a piece in the V&A Museum collection and commissions for
the British Ceramics Biennale and Sotheby’s. Her work has been exhibited by the Craft
Council in London and Miami, included in the British Council’s touring Film Festival and
presented at solo shows at Blackwell, Arts and Crafts House and the Garden Museum.
Katie tutors at the Royal College of Art, is a founding member of Collective Matter; an
outreach group who pioneer collaborative practice through clay and has developed a
Clay for Dementia programme with the Garden Museum. Her current project at the
museum with Lambeth Young Carers has been awarded Arts Council funding.

About Ruup & Form
Ruup & Form is a carefully curated collection of effortless aesthetics, simple luxuries
and unique contemporary objects, working with artists and makers from across a wide
spectrum. We are a platform for makers to showcase their narrative to a wider
audience.
Collaborate. Commission. Collect.
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